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uestion One: (10 Marks

a)

b)

c)

a)

b)

c)

compare between Information Retrieval (lR), Information Extraction (lE) and

Question Answering (QA) systems. Explain how QA systems benefit from lR and lE

techniques ' (3 morks) 
er. what are the most

Briefly describe passage retrieval phase in the above modr

common features used for rule-based passage scoring classifier? (3 morks)

Discuss some problems in using pattern matching to solve the answer extraction task

in lR-based question answering and describe a potential solution' (4 marks)

compare between lR-based and knowledge-based quest ion answering approaches in

terms of typical system components and resources they use. (j marks)

which one of  the above approaches is more sui table for  v isual  quest ion answering?

Justify your answer. (3 marks)

Descr ibe an approach for v isual  quest ion answering using neural  networks focusing

on how they are used and constructed' (4 marks)

a) Discuss the importance of relation extraction in question answering' (3 morks)

b) Discuss one problem in bootstrapping technique for relat ion extract ion and try to

find a potential solution. (4 morks)

c) Describe one technique to represent free-text question as more structured form so it

can be used to search for an answer in knowledge bases. (3 marks)
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uestion Two: (10 Marks

uestion Three: (10 Marks



Ouestion Four: (10

a)  Def ine Answer Sentence Select ion and Answer Just i f icat ion problems in  lR-based

question answering Systems and discuss their effect on system performance' (4

morks)

b)  Enhanced Lexica l  Semant ic  models  proposed by Wen-tau et  a l  (2013)  are c la imed to

be more ef f ic ient  than semant ic  pars ing in  so lv ing the above problems'  Descr ibe the i r

models  and compare them wi th semant ic  pars ing in  terms of  computat ional

complexity and performance (6 morks)

Ouestion Five: (10

a)  Discuss the vocabulary mismatch problem in  lR-based quest ion answer ing systems

and its impact on system performance' (3 marks)

b)  Descr ibe three approaches to  so lve the above problem sui tab le for  open-ended

question answering system' (3 marks)

c)  Discuss drawbacks of  query expansion approach for  so lv ing the above problem'

descr ibe and d iscuss the proposed approach to  a l lev ia te th is  problem by Saeedeh et

al (2017). (4 marks)

Ouestion Six: (tO U

a) Jovi ta et  a l  (2015) proposed a vector space modelfor quest ion answering system,

descr ibe their  approach and discuss i ts resul ts regarding accuracy and runt ime speed'

(4 marks)
b) In your opinion, what is the main drawback in the above approach and what caused

it? (3 marks)

c) Do you think recal l  is  a good metr ic measure quest ion answering system

performance? why or why not? l f  not ,  what is the best metr ic in your opinion and

why? (3 morks)
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